CROSSWORD
No. 15,760 Set by REDSHANK

ACROSS
1  Outlook extremely healthy after botched Polish surgery (10)
7  Where to tie up victim deprived of his rights (4)
9  Rounds of decorticated pork (4)
10  Any girls working with IT voice complaint (10)
11  Dry boring piece split in two (6)
12  Just pets, I hear, desert families (8)
13  It implies Tom isn’t able to fill this with fuel (5,3)
15  Exhaust? It’s part of vehicle in LA (4)
17  Horse will charge regularly after son (4)
19  European piece about cool old horse (8)
22  Response to outburst by OU accepting a smaller amount (5,3)
23  Some run escort agency spanning globe (6)
25  Agree to exchange letters (10)
26  Fight, still holding ring (4)
27  Prison disturbances backfire nonetheless (4)
28  Group of beatniks were dapper around pianist (10)

DOWN
2  Queen saves English brand, the height of fashion? (7)
3  Where people go at the end of June to unwind (5)
4  Turning point in star’s career is close perhaps? About time (8)
5  Left chap due to war reforms in Oxbridge, say (11,4)
6  Yankee working with German article over there (6)
7  Strictly feature Fleet Street record? (9)
8  A classical way to start to redesign flier (7)
14  Doctor tuned Sierra GT before start of race (9)
16  Smallholder snares superior bear (8)
18  Yell: “Low score by team at Old Trafford”? (4,3)
20  React to bug in US, riding with Charlie there (7)
21  Bouquet hotel sent up includes singular herb (6)
24  Half-heartedly shake up joint (5)

Solution 15,759

JOTTER PAD

P A C H I N K O L A M I D S T
A O L N E E R H
L O R E L E I S O R B A T E
A N U G T R I S
C R E S S H E A V Y S N O W
E T I T T I T A
I A N A P D G P
N U D I S T C O L O N Y
T J H A A C F
R O U G H H E W N U M B R A
I S E L N S T V
G O T I N T O I T E R A T E
U E N R N A I L
E N D E A R E G O M A N I A